
The Ride of  Your Life!



Since its inception 30 years ago, Keiser has earned a reputation for  
offering exceptionally-engineered equipment. With the introduction of 
the new M3 indoor cycle, we continue this tradition of excellence with 
a cycle that is redefining industry standards. The innovative M3 is  
engineered to meet the advancing and ever-changing needs of the  
indoor cycling industry.

The M3 is Keiser’s pioneering, third-generation, indoor cycle – the  
result of over a decade of manufacturing experience and research, and  
developed in conjunction with the cooperation and feedback of  
trainers and facilities worldwide. By utilizing a revolutionary new  
magnetic resistance system, the M3 delivers a superior ride which feels 
just like an actual road bike.

Keiser is leading the way in the new indoor cycling revolution with 
the M3. With its smooth, quiet and consistent resistance, the M3 is  
guaranteed to feel completely different from any other bike you have  
ridden before.

Innovative  Engineering





Consider what you pay in costs over the life of an indoor cycle. How much 
time does it take to repair? What are the costs of parts and labor? How long 
will the cycle last? All these extras add up, affecting your bottom line.

The Keiser M3 is engineered specifically to keep maintenance costs 
down. Built tough, long-lasting and extremely durable, the M3 is virtually  
maintenance free. The M3 incorporates anti-corrosive materials, a drive belt 
that requires no adjustments, and no moving parts. All you have to do is 
keep it clean! 

We’re so confident in the durability of the M3, that we offer an unprecedented 
warranty. If anything does occur, you’re covered.*

*Subject to terms of warranty

Virtually Maintenance Free 





The needs of facility owners, trainers and clients are all very different, but 
the M3 indoor cycle is designed to meet all of their needs.

Facility owners want an indoor cycle that is low cost and easy to maintain. A 
cycle with a unique style, that begs to be ridden and gets clients excited about 
indoor cycling programs. Trainers need an indoor cycle that performs. They 
want to set the resistance and know every cycle will be at virtually the same  
level. They need an effective and fun indoor cycle, which helps make  
teaching a breeze; a cycle everyone wants to get on and ride! Clients need 
faster and improved results and the ability to monitor their workout. They 
need a cycle that is not only effective, but comfortable and easy to use.

The Keiser M3 does it all!

Engineered with You in Mind





Keiser offers unrivaled training programming and support with the M3  
indoor cycle. Working with our Master Trainers worldwide, we provide  
comprehensive education programs for the training of certified instructors. 

Our training begins with the M3 Cycling Foundations program, which 
creates a solid understanding of cycle training and class format. This  
all-inclusive program includes cycle set up, posture and cycling techniques, 
class drills, incorporating the M3 computer, class design, class set up,  safety,  
and instruction techniques for trainers. 

This course is recognized by AFAA and ACE for continuing education  
credits. In addition to our main program, additional specialized training  
modules are also available. This intensive training, ongoing support  
and marketing, will give your facility the tools necessary to ensure your  
cycling program is a success.

M3 Cycle Training Programs





Once you make the investment in the ultimate indoor cycle and your  
instructors are trained, it’s now time to introduce the M3 program to your  
members and make it a success.

Keiser has developed a complete M3 marketing support program to help  
you accomplish this. We’ve included all the key elements you will need to  
introduce and promote your M3 indoor cycling program. In addition, we have 
also put together an extensive “Countdown to Launch” guide, which gives 
you detailed, step-by-step instructions on how to launch and introduce the 
M3 into your facility.

Our goal is to help you successfully introduce a Keiser M3 indoor  
cycling program in your facility and ensure this program is a success.   
Using the “Countdown to Launch” guide and the marketing materials  
provided, you will be able to effectively target and reach out to members with  
an attractive, informative marketing campaign.  This program will allow  
you to differentiate yourself from your competition and will ultimately  
help you achieve greater success. 

M3 Marketing Support
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Computer System
The Keiser M3 computer is a powerful tool.  It is designed to provide  
immediate feedback as well as tracking on-going improvement. By  
monitoring RPM (cadence), power output, resistance and heart rate,  
cyclists benefit from an improved overall workout.  The computer is a positive,  
motivating tool, which engages and encourages the user.  It challenges them 
to improve their workout and exceed their previous results.

By understanding more about the components of a proper workout, cyclists 
are able to fine-tune their workout and performance to achieve better results.  
The M3 computer enhances the workout and allows cyclists to work more  
effectively and efficiently; ultimately improving their overall fitness level.

 RPM (Cadence)
 Power Output (Watts)
 Kilocalories
 Heart Rate (Polar™ Compatible)
 Trip Time
 Gear (Resistance)
 Trip Distance (ODO)
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 Comfortable Saddle
 Seat Position Adjustment T-Handle
 Seat Height Adjustment T-Handle
 Lightweight Aluminum Flywheel
 Sweat Guard
 Water Bottle Holder
  Handlebar Height Adjustment T-Handle
 Dual Placement Comfort Handles
 Computer System
 Resistance Shifter
 Sweat Directing Grooves
        Adjustable Shimano™ Combo Pedals
 Sturdy Cycle Base
 Wheels For Easy Transport
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Standard M3

Heart Rate Tracking (Polar™ Compatible)

Trip Distance

Trip Time

Power Output and Kilocalories

RPM (Cadence) Tracking

Resistance Tracking Gears 1-24

Wheels For Easy Transport

Covered By Warranty

Comfortable Saddle

Water Bottle Holder

Adjustable Shimano™ Pedals 

Non Wear Magnetic Resistance

Four-Way Adjustable Seat Position

Heavy Duty Base

Rear Wheel Placed Out of “Sweat Zone”

Anti-Slip Belt That Requires No Adjustment

Resistance Shifter 

Dual Placement Comfort Handles

Adjustable Handlebar Height

With Computer

Technical Specifications

A Note About The M3’s Durability

Keiser has a reputation for quality, reliability 
and durability through-out our complete line 
of  fitness equipment. The M3 indoor cycle  
is no exception. We have taken significant  
measures in the design, development and 
manufacture of  the M3 to ensure it performs 
to customers’ expectations. The following are 
only a few of  the key structural features of  the 
M3, which make it the most revolutionary new 
cycle on the market.

• Cast parts constructed of  non-corrosive stainless     
  steel or aluminum

• All aluminum parts polyurethane-protected

• Frame power-coated to above-normal thickness to 
  reduce corrosion problems from sweat

• Loctite-sealed mounting screws to prevent rust

• Clear-coated handle bars prevents corrosion from  
  sweat
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85 lbs. / 38.56 kg

26” / 660.4 mm



800-888-7009 keiser.com


